Enterprise Travel Technology
Desktop | Laptop | Tablet | Mobile

Redefining
Travel
Technology
Delivering powerful travel technology,
without complexity or high costs.

“We believe that every travel business, both
large and small, should be able to compete
online free from the burden of legacy systems,
complexity and high cost.
Which is why all of our powerful travel
technology is included in every package, from
just £99 per month”.
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Travel technology tailored to you...
At prices everyone can afford.
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Option 1

£99
per month
£1995 set up
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Option 2

£159
per month
£2995 set up
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Option 3

£229
per month
£2995 set up

Ideal for customers that want immediate access to powerful travel
technology that can be embedded into almost any existing website with just
a few lines of code. Connect your suppliers, configure your pricing rules,
build & style your booking flow widgets, then add them to your site to start
taking online bookings instantly.
Ideal for customers that want a new travel website, designed to convert
browsers into buyers. We’ll identify your requirements and use our highly
customisable platform to build your website. We’ll then configure your
travel technology and deploy your new website for you. And with secure
hosting included, built on top of Amazon (AWS) & Microsoft Azure, you can
rest assured that your online presence will always be working for you, 24/7.
Ideal for customers that want a new travel website, designed to convert
browsers into buyers. We’ll identify your requirements and use our highly
customisable platform to build your website. We’ll then configure your
travel technology and deploy your new website for you. And with secure
hosting included, built on top of Amazon (AWS) & Microsoft Azure, you can
rest assured that your online presence will always be working for you, 24/7.

* Lifetime License - one payment - no monthly license fees, all the same benefits
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Normally delivered in
7 working days.
Website not included.
B2C, Internal Agents

Normally delivered in
14 working days.
Website and hosting
included.
B2C, Internal Agents

Normally delivered in
14 working days.
Website and hosting
included.
B2C, Internal Agents,
B2B

All our powerful travel technology is included in
every package, from just £99 per month.
Travel Booking Widgets

Multiple Search Boxes

Flexible Layouts

Dynamic Offer Boxes

Deal Map

Travel Extras

Payment Infrastructure

Supplier Directory

Pricing Rules

Order Manager

CRM

Reporting

If you have ambition to scale your travel business, your future will be
defined by how well you harness technology for competitive
advantage.
Inspiring customers to book with you, will be determined by their
confidence in you. Which means your online presence must stack up
against the larger travel brands.

It’s time to
level up!

Travelgenix makes this possible by removing complexity through our
innovative technology. Saving time. Saving money. And speeding up
time to market.
Easy-to-configure widgets that can drop into any existing website and
have you set-up for successful and secure transactions in a fraction of the
time it normally takes. Enterprise class travel software that is at last
accessible, affordable, powerful and easy-to-implement.
All of our considerable experience in the travel industry is baked into the
platform so that you can concentrate on winning more clients and
keeping them loyal.

Our World
Technology around the globe.
Expertise is what personifies our team.
Our track record delivering award winning technology to hundreds
of companies in over 60 countries, we have assembled a team with
the experience and passion to deliver to each and every one of our
clients.

30+

years experience in
the travel technology
industry.

Technology
We only use the latest technology.
At Travelgenix.io we use the very latest technology for all of our widgets
and databases.

Hosting.
The entire solution is hosted on Microsoft Azure Cloud and Amazon AWS.

Resilience.
The infrastructure is designed to have maximum resilience and security,
to enable real-time 24/7 performance for all of our clients.

Inventory

All the suppliers you know & love.
Offer your clients real time availability and pricing.
Accommodation

Flights

Dynamic Packages

Car Hire

Transfers

Attractions

You can offer from all the suppliers you know and love and a
selection that you might not have heard of. Accommodation
providers, Air, including GDS, Low Cost and Consolidators,
Car Hire, Transfers, Events and Attractions, Airport Extras and
more.

Airport Extras

Inventory
Flights

900+
Airlines
GDS
Low
Cost
Charter

Inventory
Accommodation

2.5M+
Hotels
Apartments
Villas
Homestays

Inventory
Car Hire & Transfers

30K+
Locations
Worldwide

Inventory
Events, Attractions & Airport Extras

25K+
Locations
Worldwide

The fastest, easiest & most
scalable
way to sell
travel
products
online

Selling Channels

Travel Booking Platform

B2C
B2B

Compete online with a complete and powerful online booking system for selling directly to your
customers.
Complete online solution, with a powerful online booking system for selling directly to your customers.

In-House

Make your internal agents more productive with a range of intuitive tools.

API

Access our huge range of supplier booking capabilities to add to your own travel platform, mobile
application and more.

Travel Booking Platform

Front End

Search Boxes

Multiple search box styles.

Dynamic Offer Boxes

Promote special offers and highlight key destinations in just a few clicks.

Deal Mapper

Make your offers stand out by displaying them on interactive maps.

Google Maps

Display accommodation results on Google Maps, along with points of interest and drive conversions
up.

Destination Guides

Enhance your user experience by including rich destination content.

Multi Lingual

No matter where your customers are, make sure you display in their own language.

Multi Currency

Conversions increase if you display prices in your customers currency.

Travel Booking Platform

Search & Book

Flights

Connect to over 900 airlines in one search. One-way, Round Trip and multi city searching.

Accommodation

Over 2.5 million properties including Hotels, Apartments, Villas & Homestays.

Dynamic Packages

Allow your customers to search, compare and book accommodation and flights at the same time.

Multi-Leg Flight Search

Point to Point - of course - Now you can offer multi-destination itineraries.

Multi-Leg Dynamic Packaging*

Let your customers easily plan and book custom multi-destination trips online.

Car Hire

Car rental in over 120 countries and 22,000 locations worldwide - on and off airport.

Transfers

Whether at home or abroad, with choices of taxis, car hire and airport transfers, search and
compare the best deals.

Events & Attractions

Events and Attractions in more than 300 destinations worldwide, including Museums, Theme
Parks, Hop On Hop Off tours, and Experiences.

Airport Extras

Less hassle, more holiday for your customers when you offer a wide range of airport extras.
Includes Airport Parking, Airport Hotels, Lounges and Fastrack.

Travel Extras

Baggage, Meals, Priority Boarding and more.

Upsell In The Flow

Easily upsell additional products in the booking flow, to maximise basket value and increase profit
per booking.

Deposits & Early Booking
Discounts

Encourage early bookers by offering deposits on all products and incentives to book now!

*Coming soon (Q1 2022)

Travel Booking Platform

Booking Flow

Enquiry Viewer

Every search creates a unique web reference allowing the customer to restart their booking from
where they left off, and of course you can support the client during their booking process.

Advanced Sorting Options

Make it as easy as possible for the client to find the right flight, accommodation or holiday.

Advanced Filter Options

Filter by airline, accommodation name, star rating, price - you name it, you can filter it.

Countdown Timers

Increase conversions, by encouraging your customer to book by adding a countdown timer.

Secure

Secure authentication via HTTPS hosting for all webpages.

Payment Gateways

Travel Booking Platform
Payment Gateways

Integrated with Multiple payment gateways including Stripe, Square and Braintree.

Payment Types

Credit & Debit Cards.

Payment Types

Payment Wallets (Google Pay, Apple Pay, PayPal & More).

Payment Types

Bank Debit and Transfers.

Payment Types

Bank Redirects.

A suite of advanced
tools to help you
manage your business
more efficiently,
with real-time control

Travel Booking Platform

Mid Office

Trigger Emails

Booking Confirmations & Abandoned Baskets.

Business & Pricing Rules

It's a pretty competitive marketplace so maximising your margins has never been more important.

Supplier Management

With hundreds of suppliers to choose from its important you get the best conversions from the ones
you choose.

Order Manager

Real time access to online bookings, baskets and enquiries.

CRM / Customer Manager

Access all your customer data in one place.

Analytics

Real time Trends, Sales, Searches, Customers in both current and historical context.

Reporting

Track sales and profitability for each sales channel, supplier, departure point, destination and more.

Marketing API

Create automated, dynamic emails using our comprehensive API and a connection to Mailchimp.

Back Office Integration API

Use our handy booking API to pass bookings to your favourite back office.

User Management

Create users, manage their roles, access rights and passwords.

Booking Vouchers

Create & control your supplier vouchers.

Enquiry Viewer

Each customer enquiry has its own unique ID to make it easy for you to offer support no matter
where in the booking journey.

Widget Manager

Configure and set up your widgets to ensure your website always looks its best.

Supplier Health

Like humans, suppliers sometimes don't operate at 100% - use this useful tool to track and monitor
your activated suppliers.

Travel Booking Platform

Support

We'll get you up and running as
fast as humanly possible.

Speed is at the core of our business, so getting you set up for success as quickly as possible is
what sets us apart.

AI Knowledge Base

Our AI powered knowledge base is designed to give you the answers you're looking for in seconds.

Training Videos

Helpful video tutorials that walk you through each feature, step by step.

Priority Ticket System

Submit support tickets for help at any time and keep track of all your requests in one place.

Live Chat

Got a quick question? Use our live chat widget to talk to the team.

Telephone

Just pick up the phone to talk to the Travelgenix team, we're here to help your business succeed.

Supplier Health

View the connectivity and effectiveness of all your connected suppliers in one place.

AWS and Azure Hosting

We take care of everything on our huge bank of cloud servers ensuring no matter the volume of
traffic every client will get the same great experience.

The power &
flexibility you
need to launch,
manage & grow
your travel
business

Platform Functionality

Site Control

Edit by Device

Customise every element per device, for full control over how your site looks and functions on desktop,
tablet and mobile.

Drag and Drop Editor

Reduce development time with our easy-to-use and intuitive drag-and-drop editor.

Flexible Navigation

Choose from various navigation styles for desktop, tablet and mobile.

Responsive Flex Sections

Build responsive, pixel-perfect pages in half the time, with support for CSS Grid, Flexbox, and snapping. Get
full flexibility for total creativity.

Developer Mode

Access your responsive websites HTML and CSS for increased flexibility and control.

Font Styles

Choose from more than 100 gorgeous font styles that can be used throughout your website.

Shrinking Header

Create great-looking sites with trendy site headers that shrink while visitors scroll. Control the colour of
shrinking header text, buttons, icons and more.

Copy and Paste

Make site-building even faster by copying and pasting elements inside your website.

Backgrounds

Create engaging websites by adding background images or videos and enabling parallax effects.

Page Duplication

Duplicate any page on your site and use its design and layout in another area of the site.

Content Import

Save time by pulling content from an existing website or web page. The content is automatically placed in
the template and saved in the site Content Library.

Global Design

Create a consistent website by defining site-wide settings for text, buttons, images, and backgrounds. Save
the colours so they are easy to reuse throughout the site.

Colour Overlays

Customise images and videos with colour overlays. You can control both their colour and opacity.

Text Link Customisation

Choose the font colour and format that you want for your website text links.

Platform Functionality

Site Control

Favicon

Improve your brand recognition by adding a Favicon that displays on the browser tab when a website is
open.

Rich Text Editing

Engage site visitors by adding underlines, bold, italics, and more to text inside widgets, and by linking
words to internal or external pages.

Customised 404 Page

Make the most of every website visit with a customised 404 page. Edit the page as you would any other
page in the platform, adding images, videos, buttons, text, and more.

Centre Logo Navigation

Create perfect navigation every time with dozens of predesigned navigation and header layouts. All
designs are fully responsive for all devices and screen sizes.

Free Images & GIFs

Choose free images and GIFs from our extensive library, Unsplash, GIPHY, and more. Our powerful
Image Picker makes adding them to your site quick and easy.

Easy Image Upload

Add images from your computer, or from various locations on the web, including Dropbox, Google Drive
and Facebook.

Videos

Increase visitor engagement by displaying videos on your sites. Upload them directly to your site, or
embed links to YouTube, Vimeo, etc.

Video Backgrounds

Catch visitor’s attention with video backgrounds on mobile, tablet and desktop.

Photo Gallery

Display images in an eye-catching photo gallery. Choose from several modern layouts and customise
with text, buttons, hover effects, animations, and more.

Image Slider

Arrange multiple photos in a swipeable image slider and choose from fantastic layout options. Add titles,
captions, buttons, links, and more.

Background Slider

Create a moving background with the Background Slider, that enables you to show multiple images as a
background.

Platform Functionality

On the Go

Edit Anywhere

Edit and republish any site directly from your mobile device. Upload photos you’ve taken on your
device, update phone numbers, change links and more.

Upload Photos from Your Device

What could be handier than updating photo galleries and image sliders with photos you’ve just
snapped on your phone? You can also add, sort and edit images from the library.

Designed for Smartphones

Designed specially for touch, the mobile version of the editor has easy-to-click buttons and an
intuitive flow, so you will find the entire experience easy and slick.

Build, Edit and Publish, Anywhere

Access the full editor, including site settings and stats, in a format customised for tablet. Upload
images from your device, edit widgets in a tap, and more.

Designed for Tablet

Designed specially for touch, the tablet editor includes, among other things, a wider top bar for
easy tapping, and deliberate deletion to make sure nothing is removed by accident.

Platform Functionality

Site Widgets

Popup

Add popups that promote sales, encourage email signups, or personalise the site for specific visitors.

Contact Form

Make it easy for visitors to get in touch with an easy-to-edit Contact Form. It has an opt-in consent fields,
multiple layout and style options, and can be integrated with MailChimp, and Google Sheets.

Custom HTML

Add your own HTML/CSS/JavaScript directly to your websites. Great for third-party integrations or adding
custom code.

Business Hours

Let website visitors know when a bricks-and-mortar store is open and when it’s not. Save time by importing
and then editing business hours from an online source.

Click To Call

Enable site visitors to call a business with a single click from a mobile device.

Click To Email

Enable site visitors to email website owners directly from their websites.

Divider

Add customisable dividers to your sites. Choose from a variety of layouts and designs.

File Upload

Enable website visitors to download PDFs, spreadsheets and more by clicking a button.

Facebook Comments

Allow visitors to comment on a linked Facebook page without leaving the website.

Facebook Like

Enable visitors to like a business’s Facebook page without leaving the website.

Icons
List
Maps
Multi-Location
RSS Feed

Choose from a library of more than 1000 icons, or upload your own SVG, and customise to suit your site’s
look and feel.
Create an engaging list of anything you like, from company services to team members. The list can include
titles, descriptions, images and image links.
Powered by Mapbox, choose from several sleek layouts, and make it easier for site visitors to find
bricks-and-mortar locations.
Insert a map powered by Mapbox that shows multiple locations and enables website visitors to find the
location closest to them.
Incorporate blog posts from another URL directly onto your website.

Platform Functionality

Site Widgets

Share

Make it easy for site visitors to share the website on social media networks including Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and more.

Social Widgets

Make it simple for site visitors to share your site with their followers. Choose which icons to display
and customise as you like.

Twitter Feed

Keep site visitors up-to-date by displaying a live Twitter feed.

Yelp Reviews

Build credibility with site visitors by displaying top Yelp reviews directly on your customers’ websites.

Zoom

Add this video conferencing service to your sites and give an easy, quick, and effective way to engage
with site visitors.

Platform Functionality

Templates

Modern Templates

Choose from a library of beautiful, sleek, natively responsive website sections. The selection is
growing all the time.

Versatile & Flexible

Section templates, are incredibly versatile, and can be adapted with ease for many uses.

Save Your Templates

Built a customised template that you want to reuse? Simply save it in the My Templates section of
the Editor. You and your teammates will be able to use it over and over again.

Predesigned Sections

Speed up your website design process by adding predesigned sections to your websites. Each
section is professionally designed and available in a click directly from inside the editor.

Create Your Own Sections

Create your own sections, or save existing rows or full pages as sections, and reuse them as often
as you like.

Share Sections

The Team Sections dashboard makes it easy for you to share any section that you’ve designed, and
access sections that your teammates have designed and saved.

Content library

Platform Functionality

Connect to Widgets

Text blocks, images and addresses are just some of the widgets you can now connect to the
Content Library for easy data management all in one place.

Create Collections

Add entire collections of business images with their titles and descriptions to the Content Library.
You can connect this data to photo galleries, image sliders, background images, list widgets and
more.

Manage Images

The Content Management tools enable you to manage and save all of your images inside the
Content Library. You can access the Image Picker to select from free and premium images, upload
your own and sort them into folders.

Manage Files

Consolidate any and all files related to your business in one convenient location inside the Content
Library.

Manage Form Responses

Easily view, manage and delete responses from visitors that submitted a contact form on your
website.

Platform Functionality
Flexible & Customisable
Schedule Posts
Smart & Connected

Blogs

Blog Tags

Add any content that you want to your posts, including images, widgets, rows and columns. As for
the layout and style, customise easily any way that you like.
Ensure your blogs are filled with fresh content, even when you’re not on hand to post it, by
scheduling post publishing in advance.
Two connected modes keep your blog posts looking great. Set structure in Layout Mode; add
content in Post Mode. The connection between modes gives you design flexibility within a
consistent structure.
Optimise blog SEO and make it easier for visitors to find posts about the topics they care about
with consistent, error-free autofill tags.

Syndicated Content

ATOM and RSS feeds are automatically generated and updated for every new blog post.

Fully Responsive

The blog displays perfectly across desktop, tablet and mobile devices.

Smart Design

Every post in the blog has a smart and consistent design structure. This is good for SEO and
makes for a great visitor experience.

Multiple Authors

Increase the scope of your blog by enabling multiple contributing authors.

Blog Stats

Know how many people visit every post with automatic visitor tracking.

Easy management

The search feature makes it easy to find a specific post according to the subject, author and
publish date.

Accessible Site-Wide

You can add a blog element anywhere on the website so visitors can access the posts easily,
regardless of where they are on your site.

Platform Functionality

SEO Friendly

Google Page Speed Optimisation
Global CDN
Local Business Schema
Free SSL
Dynamic Serving

All websites are automatically optimised for Google Page Speed upon publishing and
republishing.
Load times are significantly reduced thanks to the global CDN (Content Delivery Network), which
hosts all static files (such as images, pdfs, and documents).
Increase site discoverability with Local Business Schema, which provides search engines with
reliable, structured information about your business.
SSL certificates are included with every one of our responsive website and can be installed in
just one click to improve your website's’ SEO rankings.
Your website automatically responds to the type of device (desktop, tablet or mobile) it is being
viewed on and content is optimised accordingly to speed up load times.

Page Titles

Automatically included, robots.txt informs search engines which pages should and should not be
indexed by search engines.
A sitemap is automatically generated for each site and informs search engines which pages they
should crawl.
Share a website image, title and description with social networks including Facebook and
LinkedIn using Open Graph.
Vary: user-agent informs search engines that users will receive different content depending on
their device type.
Control the title of each page for optimal search engine visibility.

Meta Keywords & Descriptions

Control the keywords and descriptions for an entire site, and for every page individually.

Customizable Page URLs

Customise the URL of any page on a site to improve search engine visibility and inform visitors of
what page they are on.

Robots.txt
Sitemap
Open Graph Support
Vary: user-agent

Alt and Description Tags on Images Improve the ability of search engines to discover images on a website through tags.
301 Redirects
Mobile-Friendly Design

Help maintain strong SEO when switching from an old site to a new one by redirecting an old
page URL to the new one.
All images are automatically optimised so they meet (and exceed) Google standards for
mobile-friendliness.

Platform Functionality

Multi Lingual

55+ Languages

Choose from dozens of international languages.

Easy-to-Use

Quickly create multi-language responsive websites based on easy-to-edit automatic translations by
Google Translate.

SEO-Friendly

Boost your website SEO ranking with language-specific URLs designed for geo-targeting.

Fully Customisable

Easily edit every page in every language, so nothing gets lost in translation.

Under the Hood Access

As with all our websites, you can access the code on every page if you like and make per language
adjustments.

Dynamic Pages

Speed up your site-building process by creating multiple pages based on a single design and filled with
content stored in Internal Collections inside the editor, or in external collections.

Internal Collections

Manage content, including text, images, addresses and more, directly inside the editor. Connect your
collections to Dynamic Pages to instantly create multiple pages based on a single design.

Ready-to-Use Dynamic Pages

These pages are already connected to a dataset that is managed directly from the editor. Available for
company team pages, blank pages, and more.

External Collections

Connect a Google sheet or Airtable to Dynamic Pages (no code required!) or with any other external
database using our robust API*. Every time the data is updated, your site updates automatically.

API Documentation

Build and manage Dynamic Pages without even entering the platform via API calls*.

Any page can be a Dynamic Page

You can convert an existing site page to make it dynamic or start from scratch, designing a page that’s
dynamic right from the start.

Platform Functionality

Infrastructure

Reliable Hosting

All websites are hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure, the industry’s most
trusted and secure cloud-based solutions. There is no limit to bandwidth or storage. All API's and
Travel widgets are stored and served from Azure web services

Privacy Page Template

Every website comes with a privacy page template that can be used as a guide for explaining to
site visitors how collected information is being used. Simply activate the template and customise
or create your own in just a few clicks.

Customisable Cookie Notification

Activate this notification to notify users when a website collects data on them in the form of
cookies. Can be fully customised.

Form Response Page

This dedicated page enables you to manage and delete all personal information submitted by site
visitors via Contact Forms.

GDPR Compliance

Everything you need to make your sites GDPR compliant is already in the platform. This includes
a privacy policy template, customisable cookie notification, form response page and more.

Status Page

Track the operational status of the website platform at any time via the Status Page.

Google Page Speed Optimisation
Dynamic Serving

All our websites are automatically optimised for Google Page Speed upon publishing and
republishing.
Your website automatically responds to the type of device (desktop, tablet or mobile) it is being
viewed on, and content is optimised accordingly.

Site Backups

Create site backups of a current website version before making edits. You can revert to this
version at any time.

Global CDN

Load times are significantly reduced thanks to the global CDN (Content Delivery Network), which
hosts all static files (such as images, pdfs, and documents).

Custom Domain

Control your site’s domain name and easily connect it with a third-party provider.

Unrivalled functionality
with powerful ‘no code’
widgets that are
designed to attract,
engage & convert
browsers into buyers

Content Widgets

Widgets
Age Verification

Verify the age of your visitors before they can access your website.

Back To Top

Let your users instantly scroll to the top of the page in a single click.

File Embed

Allow users to view and download any type of file (.doc, .xlsx, .pptx, .txt etc).

Frequently Asked Questions

An informative, SEO friendly FAQ widget.

Google Maps

Turn browsers into customers with Google Maps.

Price Slider

A sleek, responsive horizontal price slider.

RSS News Feed

Share content from news websites and blogs.

Tabs

Reduce clutter on your site and improve the user experience.

Team Showcase

Create and display profiles of your team members and staff.

Text-Type

Add dynamic multi-word text-type content to draw in your users.

Typewriter Text

Add dynamic multiline typewriter text to your website.

Weather

Boost weather dependent products / service / event sales.

Review Widgets

Widgets
All-In-One Reviews

Share reviews from Google, TripAdvisor, Yelp, Amazon, Etsy, VouchedFor & more.

Amazon Reviews

Shape your brand's image with Amazon reviews.

Booking.Com Reviews

Shape your brands image with Booking.com hotel reviews.

Capterra Reviews

Shape your brands image with Capterra Software reviews.

Etsy Reviews

Shape your brands image with Etsy reviews.

G2 Reviews

Shape your brands image with G2 reviews.

Glassdoor Reviews

Shape your brands image with Glassdoor reviews.

Google Reviews

Shape your brands image with Google reviews.

Indeed Reviews

Shape your brands image with Indeed reviews.

Judge.me Reviews

Shape your brands image with Judge.me reviews.

OpenTable Reviews

Shape your brands image with OpenTable reviews.

TripAdvisor Reviews

Shape your brands image with TripAdvisor reviews.

Trustpilot Reviews

Shape your brands image with Trustpilot reviews.

Udemy Reviews

Shape your brands image with Udemy reviews.

VouchedFor

Shape your brands image with VouchedFor reviews.

Yelp Reviews

Shape your brands image with Yelp reviews.

Widgets

Chat Widgets

All-In-One Chat

Let users chat with you on Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, Telegram and more, straight from
your website.

Discord Chat

Let users chat with you on Discord on your website.

Facebook Messenger

Let users chat with you on Facebook Messenger on your website.

Line Chat

Let users chat with you on Line on your website.

Rumbletalk Chat

Let users chat with you on Rumbletalk on your website.

Telegram Chat

Let users chat with you on Telegram on your website.

Viber Chat

Let users chat with you on Viber on your website.

WhatsApp Chat

Let users chat with you on WhatsApp on your website.

Widgets

E-Commerce

Click to Call

Provide users with the fastest way to call you directly from your website.

Countdown Timer

Increase sales with excitement-raising timers.

Coupon

Offer discounts in a fun and engaging way.

Pricing Table

Create all sorts of pricing plans for your website.

Widgets

Form Widgets

Form Builder

An easy and flexible way to capture customer data, and enquiries.

Email Sign Up

Get more email subscribers by letting users subscribe right on your website.

Widgets

Image Widgets

Before & After Slider

Showcasing how your offers work through before and after photos.

Instagram Image Feed

Add Instagram images to your website effortlessly.

Logo Showcase

Showcase your customers, partners and sponsors.

Photo Gallery

A picture-perfect gallery with a choice of layouts.

Team Showcase

Create and display profiles of your team members and staff.

Widgets

Video & Audio

Video Gallery

Add YouTube & Vimeo content to your website.

Vimeo Gallery

Create a showstopping custom Vimeo gallery.

YouTube Gallery

Display your YouTube video and channels on your website.

Radio Player

Allow people to listen to their favourite radio stations on your website.

Spotify Player

Embeddable view of a track, artist, album, user, playlist, podcast or episode.

Integrate your
travel business with
hundreds of world-class,
third-party tools &
services through the
Travelgenix platform

3rd Part Connectivity*

Business

Loxi

Create, promote and manage all events.

Paperform

Easily build any type of form.

vcita

Booking, payments & CRM solution for SMB.

AudioEye

Digital accessibility software.

Usercentrics

Consent management platform.

Agendize

Online booking and scheduling.

Google Calendar

Show upcoming events from Google Calendar.

Google Analytics

Track Google properties including Google Analytics v4.

Mapbox

Load an interactive map.

Insightly CRM

Align Marketing, Sales, and Project teams around one view of your customers.

*There maybe an extra cost

3rd Part Connectivity*

Marketing

Uberall

Reputation management & listings.

Neustar Localeze

Business listings management.

Yext

Synchronise site content with Yext data.

MailChimp

Send leads directly to a MailChimp list.

MailerLite

Send leads directly to a MailerLite list.

Constant Contact

Send leads directly to a Constant Contact list.

Open Table

Book a table from your website.

Locu

Pull Locu menus into your website.

SiteSearch 360

Add a powerful search to your site.

*There maybe an extra cost

Social Networks

3rd Part Connectivity*
Facebook

Networking & Community Building.

Networking & Community Building Photo & Image Sharing.
LinkedIn

Business Networking.

Pinterest

Image & Content Curation.

Reddit

Content Rating & Discussion.

WhatsApp

Cross-Platform Messaging.

Twitter

Microblogging & Messaging.

Snapchat

Multimedia Messaging.

Disqus

Audience Engagement.

Foursquare

Search & Discovery Tool.

TripAdvisor

Travel Information.

Google My Business

Customer Engagement.

*There maybe an extra cost

3rd Part Connectivity*

Collections

Google Sheets

Spreadsheet Creation & Management.

AirTable

Cloud-Based Content Management.

*There maybe an extra cost

3rd Part Connectivity*

Video & Audio

Vimeo

Embed Vimeo as backgrounds or videos.

YouTube

Embed YouTube as backgrounds or videos.

Dailymotion

Video Content Sharing.

Soundcloud

Embed Soundcloud Audio streams.

Mixcloud

Embed Mixcloud Audio streams.

*There maybe an extra cost

3rd Part Connectivity
Unsplash

Find free-to-use photographic images for use on your website.

Pexels

Find free-to-use images & videos for use on your website.

Images
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